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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a methodology that synthesizes and optimizes the power network for design with multiple power domains. An architecture is presented to represent the power network with presence of sleep transistors. The power network is numerically modeled to RC network using Modified Nodal Analysis and solved using Conjugate Gradient Method.

Regarding to IR drop effect mitigation, an optimization technique is proposed based on Simulated Annealing that minimizes total power stripe area while satisfying a given IR drop constraint. In consideration of multiple power domains, the given power domains are represented in tree-like structure and our algorithm is recursively applied to synthesize and optimize the power network for each power domain in a hierarchical fashion.

The proposed methodology is integrated to commercial design tool and experimented on real design case for evaluation. To ensure practical aspect of our approach, evaluation is performed on latest digital design commercial tool. Design data and parameters are extracted using Open Access. The result of our algorithm is fed back to latest commercial tool for final IR and EM analysis. Our algorithm is tested on both industrial testcase and academic MCNC benchmark. Comparing to conventional P/G network, using our power network synthesis can achieve 31% - 35% reduction in total P/G area while satisfying maximum 10% IR-drop constraint.

I. INTRODUCTION

Power network synthesis today faces several challenges due to technology advancement. Generally, conventional power network includes one set of P/G network and power ring surrounding the chip. However, to achieve more cost effective fabrication and better performance, multiple macro blocks are generally integrated in one die to reduce fabrication cost and increase performance due to reduction in interconnect delay.

More macro blocks in one die imply more power consumption per unit area. To optimize power consumption for power demanding design, the concept of Multiple Supply Voltage (MSV) is proposed. The basic idea of MSV is to let critical modules operate at higher driving voltage while less critical modules operate at lower voltage. Integrating multiple macro blocks in one die also introduces the concept of Multiple Power Domain (MPD). Since not every macro block operates at same driving voltage, each macro block has its own unique power network and driving voltage to efficiently control power consumption [5].

A. Previous Works on Power Network Optimization

Power network synthesis and optimization have always been a highly regarded research topic in both academia and industry. Numerous techniques and algorithms are proposed to facilitate the process.

In [4] and [3], power network is synthesized on three dimensional circuit. Falkenstern et al. modify B*-Tree representation to accommodate 3D-floorplan design and use Simulated Annealing to perturb a given design. Chen in attempt to prevent IR drop violation. [3] implement their algorithm using [4] as base engine and propose a new architecture that insert TSV in 1:2:4 ratio which can achieve smaller number of TSV insertion compared to [4]. In both [4][3], optimization primarily focuses on perturbation of floorplan and pays little attention on power network.

In [7], both sleep transistor and power network are simultaneously considered during power network synthesis. A fake concept is used to model sleep transistor’s channel resistance. Optimization of power network is based on heuristic rules that size up or down if design rule is violated. In attempt to prevent IR-drop violation, Zhou et al. [9] presented a floorplanner using small grid to estimate the maximum IR drop of the floorplanning. However, it lacks consideration on pitch of power stripe.

B. Our Contributions

With new emerging low power techniques and design methodology, today’s IC design flow has unprecedented number of restriction and constraints. Relieving these constraints may produce experimental result with significant improvement, however, it may also pose difficulty in practical use.

In this paper, we propose a methodology that hierarchically construct power network for multiple power domain design with pre-placed sleep transistors and level shifters. Our algorithm is integrated to industry design flow at post-placement stage and experimented on real design. Final result is a completed design that is LVS/DRC clean and evaluated using commercial IR/EM verifier.

In consideration of IR-drop effect, we model the given power network using Modified Nodal Analysis(MNA)[6] and solves the linear system using Conjugate Gradient Method to enhance runtime. We propose an optimization methodology based on Simulated Annealing to determine appropriate number of stripes and decide appropriate position to place the power stripe with minimal width that satisfies the given IR constraint.

The organization of the remaining paper is as follows. First, the structure of power network in multiple power domains is presented. RC network is then constructed and converted to MNA matrix. The MNA matrix is solved using Conjugate Gradient Method to obtain voltage value at each node. To minimize power stripe area without violating given IR-drop constraint, we propose an optimization technique based on Simulated Annealing to modify the structure of power network. Finally, a hierarchical architecture is presented in application to multiple voltage design.

II. STRUCTURE REPRESENTATION

Since accurate dynamic current is not available at power planning stage, the power analysis conducted in this paper assumes worst case average current using a universal activity factor on all cells. Fig. 1 is an illustration of the RC network in a macro block. For multiple power domains, the power network in a macro block consists of core’s power supply and macro block’s its own power supply. The top two layers are the core’s VDD power supply, the middle two layers are macro block’s power supply and the bottom two layers are connected to ground.

Fig. 2 is an illustration of a design’s power network with multiple power domains. The given design is partitioned into several bins. In a single power domain design, each bin has one horizontal and one vertical power network passing through. For each overlapping region of horizontal and vertical power stripe, it corresponds to two nodes in RC network. Fig. 3 is an overhead view and three dimensional view of the overlapping region.
III. POWER NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

It is crucial to place power stripe in region where it is most effective to reduce IR-drop effect. Although Fig. 4(b) has less power stripe area compared to Fig. 4(a), the IR-drop between the two may not be so different since Fig. 4(b) has wider power stripe placed in region where cells are more congested.

In this paper, the goal of power network optimization is to minimize total power network area including power stripe and power ring while maintaining IR-drop value above a certain threshold. The detail mathematical description is described in Eq. (6). Given an IR-drop value constraint, minimize total number of power stripes and minimize width of power stripe. The width of each power stripe must be bounded within the maximum and minimum width constraint.

$$\text{minimize} \quad \sum_{i} l_i \cdot w_i$$

subject to

$$IR_i < IR_{\text{target}}$$

$$|j_m| < j_{EM}$$

$$w_{\text{min}} \leq w_i \leq w_{\text{max}}$$

- $l_i$ is the length of power stripe $i$
- $w_i$ is the width of power stripe $i$
- $w_{\text{min}}, w_{\text{max}}$ are the minimum and maximum wire width constraint
- $IR_i$ is the IR drop value on node $n$
- $IR_{\text{target}}$ is given IR drop constraint
- $j_m$ is the current density of VDD network branch $m$
- $j_{EM}$ is the given maximum current density constraint

During optimization stage, an initial power network is generated with uniform spacing and width. Simulated Annealing is then applied to randomly select a power stripe and randomly scale stripe width up or down. The increase or decrease of wire width is scaled by unit of via width(height) for maximum utilization of via.

To ensure that the given IR-drop constraint is not violated, voltage value for each node is examined after each iteration of Simulated Annealing, if IR-drop constraint is violated,
the generated solution is discarded. Eq. (7) describes the cost function used during Simulated Annealing. $x_n$ denotes solution generated at iteration $n$, $P(x_n)$ is the probability to accept solution $x_n$, $A_n$ is the total power stripe area at iteration $n$. If total power stripe area at iteration $n$ is less than power stripe area in last iteration, the solution is undoubtedly accepted. Otherwise, solution is accepted with a probability that decreases exponentially as iteration number $n$ increases.

$$p(x_n) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } IR_n - IR_{min} \geq 0, \\ 1 & \text{if } A_n < A_{n-1}, \\ 1 - e^{-\Delta A} & \text{if } A_n \geq A_{n-1}. \end{cases}$$ (7)

Since wire width is bounded by maximum and minimum width constraint, the method for power network reduction in [8] is applied to split a stripe when its width exceeds maximum constraint and remove a stripe when its width is less than minimum constraint. The method proposed in [8] is to accelerate simulation of a given power network. Power grid is reduced to a coarser form by removing certain stripes from power network and distributes the width of removed stripes to adjacent stripes.

$$\Delta W_A = W_A^* - W_A = W_B \cdot \frac{D_2}{D_1 + D_2}$$

$$\Delta W_C = W_C^* - W_C = W_B \cdot \frac{D_1}{D_1 + D_2}$$ (8)

We apply the same concept to remove a certain stripe when it violates minimum width constraint. The width of removed stripe is added on to two adjacent stripes. The incremented width on two adjacent stripes is proportional to its distance to the removed stripe. Fig. 5(a) is an illustration of when a certain stripe is removed. Stripe $B$ is removed from power network, the area of stripe $B$ is distributed to two adjacent stripes, $A$ and $C$. Since stripe $C$ is closer to stripe $B$, it gains larger portion of added stripe area. The increment on stripe width is described in Eq. (8) where width of stripe $A$ and $C$ are increased from $W_A$ and $W_C$ to $W_A^*$ and $W_C^*$, respectively.

Similar concept is extended to split a certain stripe when it violates maximum width constraint. Fig. 5(b) is an illustration of when a certain stripe is split to two stripes. Stripe $B$ is split to stripe $B1$ and $B2$. Similar to reduction of stripe width, the width of $B1$ and $B2$ is determined based on distance to adjacent stripes. However, stripe with larger distance away from adjacent stripe will have larger portion of width. Splitting in wire width is described in Eq. (9). Since stripe $B2$ is farther away from stripe $C$ compare to stripe $B1$ and $A$, $B2$ has larger share in stripe width.

$$W_{B1} = W_B \cdot \frac{D_1}{D_1 + D_2}$$

$$W_{B2} = W_B \cdot \frac{D_2}{D_1 + D_2}$$ (9)

IV. APPLICATION TO MULTIPLE POWER DOMAINS

Given a power domain $P$, the synthesizer will first check whether if there exist any child power domain in $P$. The power ring will be first synthesized for every child power domain $C \in P$. After power ring for every child domain $C$ is synthesized, the RC network using structure described in Section II will be constructed for domain $P$.

When synthesizing power network in domain $P$, cell’s power consumption for every child domain is disregarded. Thus, to obtain an equivalent open circuit, resistance value within the boundary in any child domain $C$ is set to infinity. In Fig. 6(a), power network is synthesized in core’s power domain, resistance value for node positioned within power domain $A$ and $B$ is set to infinity.

After the power network for a given power domain finishes synthesis, it will begin to synthesize power network for every child domains. The process is conducted in recursive top-down hierarchical fashion and terminates until power network is synthesized for every power domain.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Experiment on power network synthesis is conducted on latest commercial platform, Encounter Digital Implementa-
comparison (EDI) 10.1[1] to evaluate performance of our algorithm. TSMC 90nm technology file is used during the experiment and activity factor is set to 0.2 for all cells.

Table I presents the result on IR-drop value and total power network area using uniform power stripe and our power network synthesis. Uniform power stripe in this context refers to power stripes that are equally spaced apart and uniform in stripe width. Regarding to Table I, using our power network synthesis can achieve roughly 35% reduction in total power network area while maintaining equivalent IR-drop value in all domains. Fig. 7 is the power analysis and power network using both approaches. It can be observed that the region with high IR-drop value in Fig. 7(a) is removed in Fig. 7(b).

Table II presents the distribution of IR-drop value in intervals. Since domain core, alu, aui, lui and VSS have very low utilization rate, it is unaffected to IR-drop effect regardless of which kind power network synthesis is used. Comparing our algorithm with uniform power stripe, 75% of node falls in 5.18% IR-drop interval using our power network synthesis and 80% of node falls in 5.93% IR-drop interval using uniform power stripe. The difference in node number is due to different in number of power stripes used.

In addition to TSMC 90nm design, we also experiment our power network synthesis on a set of academic benchmark [2]. In Table III, tradeoff between reduction in P/G network area and increase in IR-drop value can be observed. An average of 31.26% reduction in total P/G area with increase of 15.29% increase in maximum IR-drop value. According to our observation, position of power stripe affects IR-drop value significantly. More power stripes does not necessarily entail better IR-drop value, power stripes also need to be carefully placed to reach maximum effect. The reason of better IR-drop distribution is because our algorithm will place power stripe in region having more power consumption and remove stripe or decrease stripe width in region with less power consumption.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a power network synthesis methodology for multiple power domain. Our optimization technique can avoid redundant power stripe added in region with no significant IR drop and position power stripe in region where minimizing IR-drop effect is most effective. Comparing to previous works, our work is integrated to industrial design flow which demonstrates the practical aspect of our algorithm. Result produced using our power network synthesis shows consistency on both academic and industrial benchmarks.
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